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INTRODUCTION

The most common type of antenna used for satellite links (both at earth

stations as well as on board the satellite) is the parabolic dish. This is

capable of providing the very high gains and the narrow beamwidths which

are required for satellite links but which are mechanically quite simple and

relatively cost effective. Alternative antennas include :

(a) horns (flared waveguides) - these are often used to illuminate

parabolic dish antennas

(b) panels of phased dipoles - "phased arrays" or "squaerials".

This handout will concentrate on parabolic dish antennas although there is

a section on feedhoms in para 8.

PARABOLIC DISH GEOMETRY

Important features of a parabolic dish crossection are shown below :

VBfirex

Sar<(«Lce

The surface shape obeys the equation :

y2 = 4Fx

where, F = Focal Length (distance from vertex to Focus)
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F is related to the dish diameter (D) and the depth of the dish (d)

F  = -21
16 d

A parabolic surface has the wellknown special property that" if the surface

is illuminated from its focus, a perfectly parallel beam will be produced."

This assiimes geometrical optics applies (i.e. rays travel in straight lines,

suffer specular reflection but do not suffer diffraction). The corollary states

that a radio wave arriving at the dish from the boresight direction will be

reflected and brought to a focus at the focal point. The effects of diffraction

are considered later (para 5.3).

3. CATEGORIES

3.1 In Line

The feed system is "in Hne" with the main beam. An example is the

prime focus. This typically has a feed horn at the focus of the dish.

3.2 Offset

The dish smface is still parabolic However, the vertex lies outside

the dish surface. As a result the feed does not lie in the path of of

the main beam.
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Offset fed antennas have two advantages compared to in line

feeds :

(a) Reduced Blockage

This gives increased aperture efficiency (see para 5.2) This is

particularly important for small dishes. Small diameter dishes

of this type can easily and cheaply be stamped out of metal

sheet or mesh with sufficient sxirface accuracy. This tj^e is

very common for TVRO DBS in domestic situations (e.g Astra

dishes). However, larger professional offset dishes are

expensive. 0^^
(b) Lower Sidelobe levels

This results from the absence of the feed from reflecting

signals off the main axis into the dish.

N.B. With offset fed dishes the direction of the main beam is NOT

perpendicular to the back plane of the dish. This must be

taken into account when setting the inclination of the dish on

a mount.
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4. FEED SYSTEMS

The following systems can be in-line or offset.

4.1 Prime Focus

Feed is at the focal point of the dish.

4.2 Cassegrain

This uses a sub-reflector with a hyperbolic surface located between

the vertex and the focal point.

paroJ>«tic
rX-fCecfor

^ pocus

/\
/  ̂ k^ftrLcitc
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4.3 Gregorian

This uses a sub-reflector with an elliptical surface located outside the

focal point.

\  rocas

- - - '¥■)
1  / \ / ^pcf^Uc , s«t. re.f{ectr

rtftfecTer

Cassegrain is common for large fixed Tx Earth stations. Offset Gregorian

are used for expensive tx systems where low sidelobes are essential (e.g.
radar/military). Prime focus is more common for smaller dishes (tx or rx

only) with offset prime focus common for very small aperture rx only dishes.

PARAMETERS

5.1 F/D Ratio

This refers to the ratio of the Focal distance (F) divided by the Dish

Diameter (D). The feed horn at the prime focus is optimised to

illuminate a dish with a particular F/D as this determines the angle
subtended by the dish at the focus. A dish with a significantly
different F/D will need a different feedhom.

If the F/D = 0.25, the focus is in line with the dish edges. The main

parabohc dish surface is rather difficult to illuminate, but the
sidelobe levels can be low and the F/B ratio (ratio of gains in forward

and revers directions) can be good.

If the F/D is > 0.25, the focus lies outside the dish edges. The main

dish surface is easier to illuminate, but the sidelobe levels and F/B

(front to back ratio) are probably worse.
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Typical F/D ratios for satellite dishes range from 0.3 to 0.45

0.5 0.4 0.3 0.25 VD rato

Diameter

(D)

>. point

W

5.2 Aperture and Gain

The larger the surface area or aperture of the dish, the greater the

gain. The physical aperture can easily he calculated from the dish

dimensions. However, not all this area is available for producing

gain and the rf aperture (Ap) will always be less. One reason is

aperture blockage with inline feeds. Dish apertures are usually

circular. However, elhptical and "diamond" shapes are also used.
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Physical Aperture of Dish = ^ ̂

(For a circular aperture)

Where D = Dish Diameter

Effective ̂ ^KF Aperture" (4p) = *n . \ ^
\  4 )

Where ti = Aperture EfSdency

Ti is not 100 % because of: (a) aperture blockage by

inline feed.

(b) uneven illumination of

main dish surface.

(c) surface roughness.

(d) diffraction aroimd the

dish edges.

Typical aperture efficiencies are 0.55 to 0.6 (55 % to 60 %)

The Power Gain of the dish is usually expressed relative to an

isotropic source (isotrope):

RF Aperture of an Isotrope

So, Power Gain of Dish =

JL
4 TZ

^4 TZ J

So, Gain in dBi = +20 logjo
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(a) If dish diameter doubles, then gain increases by 6 dB.

(assuming same aperture efficiency)

(b) If frequency doubles, then gain increases by 6 dB.

(assuming you have a feed system designed for the higher

frequency, and that the dish surface is accurate enough to give

the same aperture efficiency)

Typical Dish Diameters

(a) UKI-TVCl atTVC ("Harry") D = 9m

(b) UKI-1 (TV OB's transportable) D = 3 m

(c) Dishes on board satellites D » 2 m

(e.g. ECS 11 series)

(d) BT Dishes at Goonhilly and Madley D = up to 30m

(e) Astra DBS for domestic TYRO D = 60-80 cm

(in UK)

(f) BSB Marco Polo Domestic DBS D = 30 cm

(satellite now no longer used

for DBS to UK)

(g) "French" Service reception D >= 1.8 m

(in Europe in Ku band)

(h) "Afiican" Service reception D >= 3 m

(in Africa, in C band)

5.3 Radiation Pattern

Even with a perfect parabolic surface, a perfectly aUgned feed, and

perfectly uniform illumination of the main surface, the signal will

spread out due to diffraction. Hence, although geometrical optics

indicates that a perfect parallel beam is produced, in practice the

radiation pattern consists of a major lobe with a finite beamwidth,

and lower gain sidelobes.

w
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Tvpical Radiation Pattern

S c^dcLes

5.4 Beamwidth

Diffraction Theory shows that, with uniform illumination of the main

dish (which is impossible to achieve in practice), the 3 dB Beamwidth

is given by :

3 dB BW » A / D radians

«  57 . A / D degrees

5.5 Sidelobe Levels

Feed systems are usually designed to taper the illumination towards

the dish edges. This reduces the efficiency slightly, thus reducing the

gain. This in turn sHghtly broadens the main lobe, but significantly

reduces the sidelobe levels. See Appendix 10.1. Most dishes for

receive only have sidelobes at least 20 dB below the main lobe. For

Tx, however, there is a much more stringent requirement.

5.6 Radiation Pattern Requirements

The tx E/S antenna radiation pattern must meet certain minimnm

standards to avoid interference with other co-channel satellites in

adjacent orbital slots. In particular, sidelobes must lie below a

envelope. This is usually described by the following formvda :
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5(6) = (A - Blogioe°) dBi

Where A = Gain in dBi at 6 = 1° off boreaight

And B - Rate of fall off of envelope

Originally, the geo-stationary orbital plan assumed 3° spacing

between adjacent co-cbannel satellites. This led to the mandatory

envelope for tx E/S's :

5(0) = (32 - 25 1ogioe0 dBi

To allow the minimum spacing to be reduced to 2° a tighter spec" is

needed :

5(6) = (29 - 25 1ogioe®) dBi

The actual envelope depends on :

(a) whether the envelope is recommended or mandatory

(b) which standard the E/S is meeting. Rec. ITU-R S.580-4.

e.g. (i) standard L for Eutelsat covers FM TV and digital

carriers from fixed E/S's and SNG (see EESS 400

and EBU Tech 3265-E)

(ii) standard G for Intelsat

(see lESS 601)

(c) the diameter of the dish antenna in wavelengths (D/X)

e.g. standard L for Eutelsat (EESS 400)- see App 10.2 :

29 -25 logio 0 dBi for 2.5° < 0 <= 7°

+8 dBi for 7° < 0 < 9.2°

32-251ogioe dBi for 9.2° < 8 <= 48°

-10 dBi for 48° < 0

In addition it is recommended that the cross polar response gain does

not exceed :

19 - 25 logio 6 dBi for 1.8° < 0 <= 7°

-2 dBi for 7° < 0 <= 9.2°

All these envelopes apply in planes within 3.5° N and S of the

geostationary satellite orbit.

w
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5.7

The mandatory requirements are relaxed from the above spec^®'

slightly : No more than 10% of the antenna sidelobes shall exceed

the envelopes stated above. Also no individual peak shall exceed the

envelope by more than 6 dB when 0 is > 9.2° and by more than 3 dB

when 0 <= 9.2°.

Pointing Loss

The major lobe of parabolic dish antenna can be approximated to the

curve below :

off

C<9")

Within the 3 dB beamwidth, the pointing loss is given by

Pointing Loss 12
' 0 '

dB

e.g. 3 dB Beamwidth (03(jg) =

pointing error (0) = 0.25°

Pointing Loss = 0.75 dB
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5.8 EIRP (Effective Isotropic Radiated Power)

EIRP {W) = Tz Power {W) x Tx Antenna Gain

Where the gain is expressed as a power ratio relative to an isotrope

In dB notation :

EIRPidBW) = Tx Power idBW) + Tx Antenna Gain {dBi)

e.g. If Tx Power = 339 W

+25.3 dBW

And Antenna Gain = 45.7 dBi

Then eirp = +71 dBW

Tx E/S off axis eirp density (dBW/40 kHz bandwidth) is also limited

to avoid having to do complicated frequency coordination with

adjacent satellites. For Analogue FM TV carriers (or digital carriers

where tx symbol rate is > 2.5 Mb/s) :

33 - 25 logj^Q 0 dBW for 2.5® < 0 <= 7®

+12 dBW for 7® < 0 < 9.2®

36 - 25 logj^Q 0 dBW for 9.2® < 0 <= 48®

-6 dBW for

V

o
00

See EESS 400 for more info.

6. FOOTPRINTS

6.1 Satellite Tx Antenna EIRP Contours

The radiation patterns of antennas on board sateUites are usually

expressed by plotting eirp contours (in dBW) on maps of the Earth's

surface. When satellite comms. first started only circularly

symmetric beams were possible. However, with modem multiple

feedhoms and power splitting and phasing networks, very

complicated, specially contoured footprints can be produced. These
■rZjAe. , (U / cL.^. o. -fyjy

o
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can be arranged to just cover important land masses to avoid wasting

power over unpopulated ocean areas. A variety of terms are used to

describe the relative sizes of footprints :

(a) Global Beams

These are the largest footprints and cover just less than one

hemisphere with a circularly symmetric pattern. Because of

the large footprint, satelUte antenna gains and eirp's are low.

(b) Hemi-Beams

The area covered is approximately half that of a global beam

e.g. North and South America, or Europe and Africa.

(c) Zonal Beams

These are higher gain beams with a reduced coverage area

(e.g. Europe.)

(d) Spot Beams

Smaller coverage (e.g. Western Emope or a single country)

See "Satellite Footprints" handout for specific information and plots.

6.2 Satelhte Rx Antenna "GAT" Contours

The radiation pattern of the receive antenna on board the satellite is

usually expressed by plotting G/T contours on maps of the Earth's

surface. The G/T is a way of expressing the sensitivity of the

receiving system. It includes the gain of the antenna and the

receiving system noise temperature. It is usually expressed in

"dB/K". The larger and more positive the figure the more sensitive

the system.

See "Satellite Footprints" handout for more specific information.
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EARTH STATION ANTENNA MOUNTS

7.1 Az-El Moxint

This mount allows the dish to be moved in Azimuth (in horizontal

plane) in degrees East of True North (ETN), and in Elevation

(degrees above the horizon) independently.

This system is used :

(a) in rx only systems where the dish needs to be aligned on just

one particular satellite, and then left.

(b) on large professional antennas which use two motors to

position the antenna on a particular satellite. Continuous

tracking systems are needed for very large antennas with

small beamwidths, or for smaller antennas which need to

access satellites in inclined orbits.

7.2 Polar Mo\mt

This type of mount was originally used by astronomers. It allowed

a telescope to follow the apparent motion of a star (caused by the

rotation of the Earth) just by rotating the telescope aroimd one axis.

This idea can be used to steer a satellite receiving dish antenna to

point to different points in the geo-stationary arc, again just by

movement around one axis and, hence, in one plane.
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Polar Axil Pointing True North

PoUr Aatt

Equator

Declination - Zero

Polar Axil Angle-latitude

3S,766 km !
Polar Axil

Declination

Equator

A true Polar Axis points at the Pole Star. However, from the

diagram, it can be seen that the dish needs to point slightly lower

than this to enable it to "see" the geo-stationary arc. This Polar Axis

Declination Angle is set up to the correct value when the dish is

pointing due South (for an E/S in the N. Hemisphere). It varies from

0° when on the equator to a maximum of approx. 10® when in the far

North (or South). When this is done, but the antenna is still rotated

about the Polar Axis, the antenna will track the geo-stationary arc

with an error of less than ±0.1®. e.g. If the dish aiming is accurate

when pointing due South, when it points at the ends of the visible

arc, the dish will be pointing very slightly too low by approx. 0.2®.

Development of the Polar Mount

(a) Rotation about a vertical axis (i.e. an Az-El mount)

e/va/

a.rc

t
TrcicJt

•g s
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(b) Rotation about a Polar Axis (with no extra declination)

tsjcfiiH Pete

6^

\ "V
/ / r 7  f '

Ct^ A*

yo-S-fcL-ti./Wnj
>» CI./-C

P./,r 4. iff ^ ixiii'/uUe.

(c) Rotation about a Polar Axis (Dish has a declination ofCset)

Mflv.*. 'fre^ckji^ crns^ £1 O'Z®
/vte/27W i^a r7?)*s

\

2)ecfC/toj(i«') rkv""^
0<ifsa

- sT«-TL«^ri^

7.3

/)9<AiMrK\ —^

Modified Polar Mount

There is no way to entirely remove these tracking errors. However,

they can be reduced to less than ±0.05® over the entire sweep by a

tiny adjustment to the pnlar avis anprlft and also the declination offset

angle. The amoimt of alteration to each angle depends on the E/S

latitude. This mounting geometry is called a modified polar mount.

As there is no extra expense in going to this modified mount virtually

all polar mounts use these modified angles. The adjustments to the

polar axis angle and the polar axis declination offset are shown in the

graphs below :
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TVRO SITE UTITUOE (de-
#  I I > j.

10—JO —JO —40—50—M—70—M—M

The final mounting geometry is shown below:

North

Pole

rotate about
this axis

modified apex
elevation angle

modified polar
elevation angle

modified declination.axis ^

^  beams
in this

direction
(when
beaming
due South)

AAV^Iatitude

ye°cSoS%le P"!"'
^  axis angle

7.4 Setting up a Polar Moimt

(a) support pole must be vertical

(b) With dish at maximum elevation of its travel, adjust clamp on

vertical support pole so that dish points due South (if in

Northern hemisphere). This is very important - be as accurate

as possible. One technique is to take a compass reading across

the face of the dish and align it 90® away from due South.

(c) Measure the Modified Polar Axis Angle (0^) with dish at
maTrirmim elevation and adjiist imtil it is correct for your E/S

latitude.
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(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

e.g. Wood Norton Tx Car Park (latitude = 52.123° N)

Modified Polar Axis Angle (0^)

or Modified Polar Elevation Angle

= 52.78°

= 90-01

= 37.22°

Make sure dish still points due South at maximum elevation

of its travel.

Measure the Modified Apex Declination Angle {0^ with dish
flt. mflviTVinm plpvatinn and adjust the decUnation offset imtil

02 is correct for your E/S latitude,

e.g. Wood Norton latitude =

Modified Apex Declination Angle (02) =

or Modified Apex Elevation Angle =

52.123°

59.62°

90-02

30.38°

Finally check the tracking of the geo-stationary arc.

Typical problems :

SATElllTEARC

ELEVATION TOO LOW ELEVATION TOO HIGH

GOOD SIGNAL

IGNAl

A Polar Mount only needs one motor/actuator to scan the visible geo

stationary arc and is therefore cheaper than a two motor system on an Az-

E1 moimt. A linear actuator uses a motor to extend an arm (attached to the

fixed moimt and the dish) in one direction thus rotating the dish about one

axis.
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8. FEEDHORNS

8.1 Pyramidal Horn

Flared rectangular w/g (waveguide). The throat dimensions

determine the beamwidth of the feed in different planes.

8.2 Circular

Section of circular w/g

8.3 Conical

Flared circular w/g. This is common on cassegrain feed systems for

large dishes. Also conical feedhoms and integral LNB's are used on

cheap domestic systems e.g for Astra.

8.4 Scalar Feed Horn

This consists of a section of circular w/g around which are concentric

"scalar" rings. These rings reduce signals picked up by the horn from

being reflected back to the main dish surface. The position of the

rings relative to the end of the horn determines the angle of

ill\imination and, hence, the optimum F/D of the dish for which the

feed is designed. A typical feed can cope with an F/D in the range

0.33 to 0.45. Some feeds have variable scalar rings to cope with

F/D's from 0.28 to 0.5.

TO

LNB

□ Circular 10
■eciangvlar
Wavuuioc
Traniio:

"ffiSl!'"

Adj«rilab1« Cooccniric
fiing Siruclurc

TO 2>iSH

The scalar feedhom can have a circular w/g output flange (C120 for

Ku band), or an integral adaptor to convert to a rectangular flange

(WR75 for Ku band). LNB's usually have rectangular w/g flange

inputs.



POLARIZATION SELECTION

Frequencies for satcoms are re-used by using opposite (orthogonal)

polarizations for different services, but using the same frequencies with the

same footprint. This is possible because of the Cross Polar Discrimination

(XPD) characteristic of a receiving antenna, viz. an antenna designed to

receive just horizontal polarization theoretically will not pick up vertically

polarized signals (and v.v.). In practice the XPD is approx. 30 dB but this

is sufficient to prevent co-channel interference. Most professional LNB's are

only designed to receive one polarization. Hence, there is a need to be able

to align the LNB with the polarization of the wanted signal. The

polarization of the downlinked signal as received at the Eairth station has

a polarization skew if the satellite and E/S have different longitudes. There

are several possible solutions :

(a) Mechanically rotate the whole feedhom and LNB assembly to

align the LNB probe with the downlinked signal. This can be

done manually then bolted tight, or controlled remotely with

motors (done on large professional dishes).

(b) Mechanical Polarizer ("Polarotor").

A small metal probe in a section of w/g (between the LNB and

the feed horn) is rotated to pick up the desired polarization.

Can seize up in cold climates. This has been patented by

"Chaparral communications (USA).

(c) Ferrite/Magnetic Polarizer

These are "solid state" i.e. no moving parts.

Dielectric

Translormer
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The amount of dc current determines the amount of

polarization rotation. This also depends on frequency.

Some domestic satellite receivers incorporate circuits to

remotely drive either type of polarizer (polarotor or ferrite

polarizer).

LNB's have a single probe for receiving the signal. They, therefore,

just respond to Hnearly polarized signals. Circularly polarized

signals will be received with a loss of 3 dB, but there is no cross polar

discrimination between RHC and LHC. However, circularly polarized

signals can be converted to linear polarization by fitting a small

dielectric slab at an angle in the w/g.

Left hand circular

Teflon slab

Right hand circular
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10. APPENDICES

10.1 Dish lUnmination and Sidelobe Levels

X=TtU

2
D sin B

'  A

2J\ (x)/x amplitude radiation pattern

Angular

Aperture field 3dB Level of 1st Position of
Beamwidth Sidelobe 1st zero

Distribution

W

0 <r<l

Uniform

— D —

102^ -17.6dB 1-22%

Tapered to
zero at edge

(1-r^)

Tapered to
zero at edge

Tapered to
0-S at edge
0-5+(l-r')'

Taylor
distribution

zt\

A

1.27^

147—

X

ii6;d

1-31—1

-24-6 dB

-30-6 dB

-26 5 dB

-400 dB

1-63^

2fl3|r

1.51 —1  ̂
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